Get All of the Evidence Faster for Successful Prosecutions

Prosecutor Portal

Is your prosecutor’s office inundated with digital evidence from law enforcement agencies on CDs, DVDs and thumb drives? Are you
bogged down with manual processes that consume too much resources and time? NICE Investigate can help. A revolutionary cloud-based
software solution, NICE Investigate puts complete digital evidence at your fingertips, and saves time, resources and money by enabling you
to receive and share digital evidence electronically through a Prosecutor Portal. It facilitates successful prosecutions by making disjointed
evidence cohesive, and by providing tools to help you uncover all the facts of a case, while building an effective narrative.

Complete Digital
Case Evidence
at your Fingertips

Instead of wasting precious time receiving and sorting case evidence on CDs, DVDs, thumb
drives and in paper copies, receive evidence electronically, organized in digital case folders.
Streamline sharing of case evidence – Get timely access to complete case evidence while
collaborating more effectively with police investigators as you build your case.
Quickly access what you need – Use powerful searches and filters to instantly retrieve cases
and evidence, instead of manually searching through file cabinets, databases and folders.
Easier to pull together facts of the case – Visualize evidence on a timeline or a map,
and review the detective’s notes and bookmarks in video and audio recordings to uncover
connections between pieces of evidence.

Bring Your
Discovery into
the 21st Century

Discovery can be a time-consuming and taxing process. CDs and DVDs have to be mailed
or hand-delivered to the prosecutor’s office, and all evidence has to be manually logged. With
NICE Investigate, this entire process is electronic and takes only minutes.
Electronic Sharing for Discovery – Electronic sharing of discoverable evidence is simple,
secure and transparent – tracking of what was shared, when, and with whom is automatic, so
you always have a complete chain of custody.
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Video Makes it Easy
to Tell the Story

Video is essential to investigations and prosecutions. But with so many formats, codecs and
proprietary players, playing video can be complicated.
NICE Investigate automatically transcodes proprietary video for playback on a laptop,
smartphone, or tablet, using an industry-standard media player. You can synchronize video
from CCTV, ATM and in-car cameras, body-worn devices, audio recordings, etc. on timeline,
for playback in the right sequence.
Work faster and smarter – Eliminate costs and time involved in locating and sourcing
proprietary codecs and players, and manually piecing together narratives and timelines.
Preserve evidence – NICE Investigate automatically creates working copies of video
recordings while retaining the original versions.

Built-in Chain
of Custody and
Cloud Storage

To ensure the integrity of all evidence, NICE Investigate offers secure cloud-based storage and
built-in chain of custody tracking. It automatically logs date, time, action type (download, copy,
notation, sharing), and user ID when any digital case folder or evidence contents are accessed.
Prove admissibility of evidence in court – Chain of custody event logs can be viewed online
or printed as proofs that evidence files have not been altered. Reliability increases over manual
tracking, while costs of the process decrease.
Safeguard digital evidence in the cloud – Shared cases and digital evidence with NICE
Investigate are stored and accessed using Microsoft’s Azure Government Platform which
is compliant with the FBI’s CJIS security policies to ensure the integrity and security of the
information.

Easy to Get Started
at No Cost to You

If your prosecutor office is affiliated with a police department that uses NICE Investigate, you
can get all of these benefits at no cost to you. The Prosecutor Portal is accessible via a web
browser so it’s easy to get started.

About NICE Public Safety

NICE Public Safety solutions integrate and put into context information from many sources to help emergency communications
centers and investigation departments reconstruct and understand the who, what, when, where and why of an incident. NICE
Inform, the industry-leading digital evidence management (DEM) solution, gives emergency communications centers better insight
into how to continuously improve their operations. NICE Investigate is the leading open, digital policing solution that automates and
expedites the entire digital investigation process, helping to increase case clearance rates. Over 3,000 organizations worldwide rely on
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